
Dear dancers, coaches, choreographers, artistic directors! 

 

 I hereby very kindly invite you to the Fourth Official Fusion Dance Contest on April 15-16, 2023., one 

of Hungary's largest and most high-quality international modern dance championships.  Also, you are 

welcome in (Fusion Dance Kids) live and online championship, categories will be in mini-kids-children-

junior-adult age groups. » On April the 15-16th, 2023: hip-hop and street dances + be free, stage, 

artistic, acrobatic spectacle dances + open + NÍVÓ SHOW categories can be entered too.  

 

➤ Address: UFM ARENA: 9200, 1st GORKIJ street, MOSONMAGYARÓVÁR, Hungary  

Please pay ATTENTION!  AFTER 2019, THERE WILL BE A LEVEL SHOW CATEGORY AGAIN! This is 

Fusion's most defining category and also its trademark ever since.  

 

Things to do in order:  

1) first you have to vote for your favorite dance school: 

 https://fusiondancecontest.com/nivo-kategoria-szavazas/  

2) we will add up all the votes until ……. 

3) the TOP10 + 3 dance schools with the most votes (separately for hip hop and show dances) can cast 

their vote and compete for the main prize of HUF 100,000!  

Please note, that the registration deadline is going to be: 1st of April!  

The entry interface will be open up in Oct. We open it from midnight on the 16th, please find the link 

below: https://register.fusiondancecontest.com/ecf253ca-b719-4ae2-a304- 09e5bc077ce1  

Attention, since the competition is a day only, WE ACCEPT A LIMITED NUMBER OF REGISTRATIONS. 

It's going to be a long day, please, everyone should plan accordingly!)  

 

Based on the plans of the agenda of competition day, we will start with a mix of mini and children's 

categories! e.g.: mini and children: acrobatic dance solos, hip-hop solos, etc., where the 3 starters are 

not present, they will be combined together, but this is not typical) 

 Please find the DETAILS ABOUT THE COMPETITION ON THE WEBSITE or YOU CAN READ THEM IN THE 

ATTACHED DOCUMENTS there!  

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, CALL THE FOLLOWING PHONE NUMBER in the morning hours: +36 30 

952 7500 Please follow us on Instagram too, where you can find fresh content almost every day.  

 

Best regards: Adam Nemeth - Organizer, owner 

https://fusiondancecontest.com/nivo-kategoria-szavazas/
https://register.fusiondancecontest.com/ecf253ca-b719-4ae2-a304-%2009e5bc077ce1

